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Transporting

perishables
is now seriously

expensive
by Max Braun
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The cost of transporting
perishables continues to
spiral and is now seriously
expensive. This is just
one of the challenges
facing the refrigerated
transport sector. In
this article, FleetWatch
special correspondent
Max Braun outlines some
of the other challenges
such as wasted and costly
standing time, breaks in
the cold chain, empty legs
and the implementation
of credible benchmarks
and standards. He urges
consignors and consignees
to be mindful of the
true costs if they expect
reliable, on time service.
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6Key cost drivers for a typical
30-pallet reefer (6-axle rig) covering
180 000 km pa on national and
metropolitan road with single and
multi-drop loads

he ‘seriously expensive’ cost
of transporting perishables is
clear to see when reviewing
how transport operating
costs have fared over the
past five years. Table 1 identifies
the key cost drivers – from 2010
through to April 2014 - for a
typical 30 pallet Reefer (6-axle rig)
covering 180 000 kmpa on national
and metropolitan roads hauling
single drop and multi-drop loads,
export fruit and other products
such as frozen chicken, slaughtered
meat and dairy products.
The total operating cost has
increased faster than the infl ation
target set by the Reserve Bank and
is likely to continue doing so. The
only cost element to show a small
reduction is the average interest
rate over the five year period.
Annual wage increases for drivers
and other employees, ongoing
vehicle and equipment prices and
license fees continue to head north.
Maintenance, replacement parts
and tyre prices tend to rise at least
twice a year often suspiciously
closely related to the CPI. Note
that fuel costs have gone up 59.07%
over this period.
There are various other costs
that are not easy to quantify as
they are not necessarily aligned to
the number of kilometres vehicles
travel. For instance, think of all
the delays encountered at retail
back-doors, not to mention getting
underway from the home-base an

hour or so later most days. Add
to this traffic snarls and delays at
ports that can be anything up to a
day or two just to get unloaded or
collect a box.
With the hourly cost of standing
pitted at R300 – as of April 2014 standing just one hour a day for say
286 days a year equates to nearly
R86 000 a year. That is about the
same as hauling a load nearly 5000
km for free. Transporters in South
Africa are not recompensed for the
cost incurred when their vehicles
are left standing and waiting for
someone to pull finger.
The nature of many perishable
transport tasks presents the
challenge of minimising empty
return legs. This could be due to
the lack of access to compatible
products or servicing a particular
client with a dedicated fleet.
When this is so, the ton/km
cost is 117 cents. Do consignors,
consignees and the less responsible
transporters take this into account?
Several transporters say there
are those that haul loads at
about 85% of the break-even
rate. Invariably this happens
when vehicles and Reefers are
old and not in good condition to
transport perishables. Transporting
perishables demands high capital
inputs and often offer marginal
returns. Consignors and consignees
need to be mindful of the true
costs of these tasks if they expect
reliable, on time service, 14

Table 1: ROAD TRANSPORT COST COMPARISON
Based on a 6-axle Reefer covering 180000 kmpa, working 286 days a year
As at May
Equipment Cost
Interest (prime)
Fixed Costs
Running Costs
TOTAL COSTS*
Fuel Cost
Fuel % of Total Costs
Standing Cost/day
RPK
C/Tkm 100% Lfactor
C/Tkm 50% Lfactor

2010
1954700
10%
814995
1462961
2277956
898668
39.45%
2850
12.66
42
84

2011
2016000
9%
826123
1629854
2455997
1036785
42.21%
2889
13.64
45
90

2012
2134458
9%
946994
1813191
2760185
1180748
42.78%
3311
15.33
51
102

2013
2206052
8.50%
959105
1864177
2823282
1226629
43.45%
3354
15.68
53
106

*Total costs exclude overhead and administration expenses and toll fees where applicable
** as at April 2014
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2014**
2382000
9%
1041789
2105700
3147488
1429481
45.42%
3643
17.49
58
117

% change
21.86%
-10.00%
27.83%
43.93%
38.17%
59.07%
15.12%
27.82%
38.15%
38.10%
39.29%

Average pa
4.37%
-2.00%
5.57%
8.79%
7.63%
11.81%
3.02%
5.56%
7.63%
7.62%
7.86%
Source: MBCS
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13 compliant with traffic, health
and food safety regulations.

Not restricted to long
distance rigs
The unacceptable cost of
transporting perishables is not
restricted to large, long distance
rigs. Let’s look at a few operating
cost elements for a smaller rigid
insulated vehicle with a 3.5 ton
payload (four pallets) working 260
days a year and covering just
30 000 kmpa.
These stop/start, multi-drop
transport tasks should not use CPK
as the best metric to monitor the
operation. The low kmpa blurs the
poor recovery of standing costs
and the massive negative impact
waiting at back doors has on
vehicle utilisation.

This example based on the above
operation shows a standing cost
per day of R1 600. If one assumes
a working day of 10 hours as the
maximum time deliveries can be
made, a simple one hour waiting
per day (160 x 260) equates to
R41 600 in year. Many companies
have large fleets of such vehicle
configurations. How is this to
be recouped? The fuel cost as a
percentage of the operating cost
is 31.5% indicating the fixed costs
represent the lion’s share of the
total costs.
The CPK for this operation is
14

a whopping R24.80. The standing
cost per payload ton delivered is
R457 - if you assume 3.5 tons of
goods is delivered every working
day.

transporters to make more use of
under-utilised ports such as Cape
Town instead of Durban which
is continuously congested (as
reported in FtW).

Optimising payloads
Successful transporters of
perishables are working hard to
optimize payloads – some using the
Volumax mezzanine trailer concept
where the average mass per pallet,
crate or other method of load
stacking allows as much as double
the volume.
Dr Sujen Padayatchi, MD at
Aspen Logistics Services, says the

Call for credible benchmarks
The demand for perishables is
growing, both locally as well as
in several neighbouring countries
and further afield. The ability to
maintain or comply with consistent
cold chain requirements is a matter
of concern. Lack of skills, aging
and poorly maintained equipment,
the “put it down, pick it up” that
occurs with food processing
has a number of respected,
6Smaller, rigid truck body from
experienced experts calling for
Serco... spreading costs is not only
the implementation of credible
restricted to the bigger long distance
benchmarks and standards as
rigs - everyone is affected.
it should apply to transporting
perishables.
Unlike other countries around
the world, South Africa has not
implemented or established
thermal efficiency standards or
benchmarks. John Ackerman,
editor of the Cold Link, says there
is a strong case for establishing a
refrigerated vehicle test centre
under the control of a competent
regulatory body to monitor
vehicles, insulated load-bodies,
trailers and containers along the
lines of current international
agreements for the carriage of
perishable foodstuff originally
established by the United Nations
Commission for the EU in
1970. There are multi-lateral
agreements between
Fuel % contracting parties for
cost is overland and cross-border
31.5% carriage to establish
barrier to entry is too small
and facilitate common
which encourages smaller,
recognised standards for
unprofessional operators to
perishables.
enter this sector making it difficult
“Supermarket cold supply chains
for reputable operatives to invest
are receiving greater management
in systems to improve efficiencies.
attention and input than previously
“Cargo owners lack a collaborative
for several important reasons,”
approach towards transport
says the highly respected Prof
operators,” says Padayatchi.
Malcolm Dodd, internationally
Better co-operation between
recognised cold chain researcher
consignor and transporter can also
and analyst.
have mutually beneficial outcomes.
“The South African Food Safety
This is well demonstrated by the
Act, Regulation R918, requires
well-known Andy Connell at Dole
that the cold chain for chilled
when he asked Transnet to share
protein (meat, chicken and fish) is
in the added transport costs for
FLEETWATCH VOL 18 / 2014
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The financial
losses of
a break in
the cold
chain are
significant

U
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When marine containers are
shipped from pack house to
harbour, the electric fridge unit when powered by a gen set - can
gain temperature if there are
delays or an accident. Some pack
houses are unprotected and fruit
that is already cooled can pick
up temperature before they are
packed into the container. Poor
or inadequate air flow is still a
challenge as is packaging that does
not promote air flow. The financial
losses due to breaks in the cold
chain are significant.
In addition to this, adds Prof
Dodd, “the Customer Protection
Act has made the food value chain
responsible for managing these
temperature risks. This means 16

G

maintained below a temperature
of 4.0˚C. For frozen protein, the
temperature must be kept below
-18˚C. The implication is that
supermarkets have to ensure
that all their chilled Distribution
Centres, cold transport, store
chillers and display cabinets can
manage temperature below 4.0˚C.
Freezers and frozen transport must
all be operated below -18˚C.”
Dr Esbeth van Dyk at the CSIR
has conducted considerable
research projects to identify and
establish where breaks in the cold
chain occur. Tracking containers
at various stages indicate that
quayside stacks waiting to be taken
onboard can suffer temperature
gains when vessel power is delayed.
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SPECIALIST MANUFACTURERS OF:
Truck bodies and trailers that are
relied upon by leading transport
operators • Fibreglass dry freight
and refrigerated vehicles offering
superior strength and corrosion
resistant panels • New generation
‘Super Reefer Lite’ which offers a
substantial weight reduction

Supported by national
manufacturing and
after-sales repair service
36-month warranty.
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15 that the temperatures have
to be adhered to and appropriate
records kept of all the chilled and
frozen facilities across the entire
supply chain, end to end.”
Apart from the fuel price
continuing on its accelerated
upward trajectory and the
devaluation of the Rand, electricity
costs are also increasing ahead of
CPI. The refrigeration component
of cold supply chains consumes a
lot of electricity so these costs are
also escalating. The cost of business
is thus increasing and in order to
maintain margins and generate
returns for investors, all business
processes are being scrutinised.
Measurement and analysis of the
metrics around cold chains are now
essential. Margins can be improved
by ensuring that temperatures
across the supply chain are correct.
This will ensure that products meet
their required ‘sell-by’ and ‘best
before’ dates that have been set
at a specific storage and transport
temperature.
The quality of food products
are negatively affected by less
than optimum temperature. In
the case of lettuce, the optimum
temperature is less than 4˚C but
above 0˚C and bananas should
be stored as close as possible to
14˚C. Supermarkets are beginning
to appreciate that monitoring
temperatures across their supply
chains is essential to manage
the quality of their offering and
minimise waste. In addition,
with the aforementioned new
challenges of the Food Safety Act
and the Consumer Protection
Act, temperature monitoring
and management has become
an essential part of the business
process.

A need for proper standards
Experienced and respected
transport managers such as Herkie
Brits at Vector Logistics agree
there is a definite need to establish
proper standards to ensure the
thermal efficiency of cold stores,
insulated vehicles and even
containers.
Brits points out that agreed
thermal standards sets the warmest
16

5Herkie Brits

There is a
definite need
to establish
proper standards
to ensure
the thermal
efficiency of cold
stores, insulated
vehicles and
even containers.
Herkie Brits
Transport Manager
Vector Logistics

temperature for cargo types. There
should be common standards for
all transport modes (road, rail and
sea). This implies all equipment
needs to be properly tested and
certified by a competent authority
to ensure the agreed standards are
being met - a requirement for all
contracting parties.

Type approval is available for
serial designed production runs.
The specification of insulation
and other load-body materials
as well as fridge types following
a calorimetric test are assessed
and approved. Assessing heat
loss leaks is an important aspect
of these tests. A once off test is
required for designs that have not
been approved (see the CRT Library
website for details).
In countries where thermal
efficiency standards are mandatory
certified, vehicles are recognised
by an onboard identification plate.
Certification expires after six
years. If successfully maintained or
refurbished, certification can be
extended for a further three years
subject to a full scale evaluation.
The standards usually do not
apply to unprocessed fruit and
vegetables. q
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Problem of Hi-Cube
marine containers
needs consensus
The Annual Citrus Growers Association (CGA) Forum
took place in Stellenbosch during March this year. The
export of citrus out of Durban has grown 15% over the
past five years. The forecast for the 2015 season is
915 000 pallets.

C

itrus exports to the
Durban port flows
from 160 pack houses,
60 exporters and just
eight cold stores at
Durban harbour. This, according
to Mitchell Brooke, Logistics
Development Manager at CGA,
requires approximately 36 000
trucks trips to the port.
During 2013, 60 500 FEU
(40 foot Hi-Cube Marine
Containers) were exported.
Faced with ongoing bottlenecks,
inefficiencies, poor container
stack alignment, poorly packed
containers resulting in pallet
damage and some grossly
overloaded FEUs, encouraged the
CGA to undertake an in-depth
investigation into the steps needed
to resolve the problem of these
containers exceeding the maximum
height of 4,3 metres when loaded
on a flat-deck semi-trailer and the
steps needed to motivate pack
houses to pack the containers
before consigning the boxes to the
ports, especially Durban.
The investigation included
tests with various configurations
including flat deck semi-trailers and
super lightweight skeletal semitrailers. The outcome of the tests
indicated the light-weight skeletals,
with a fifth-wheel height of 1.4
metres, offer the best payload
and comply with the 4.3 meter
maximum height (See Table 2 on pg
18 for details of the test).
While the tests will be ongoing,
2014 / VOL 18 FLEETWATCH

Mitchell has asked the pack
houses to align with transporters
interested and willing to invest in
light-weight skeletals to resolve the
overall height issue before January
01, 2019 when the moratorium
issued by the NDOT expires.
The ongoing test and research
will focus on better packing and
load patterns, weighbridge and
mass distribution – this especially
with the consignor/transporter
responsibility when vehicles are
over loaded – before vehicles
depart the pack house. This
problem is not confined to citrus
exports.
The lack of ability or capacity to
respond to a proper system 18

 One of the super light-

weight Skeletal semi-trailer
concepts tested by CGA
demonstrating the concept to
optimise permissible payloads
within the 4.3 metre maximum
height.
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1) Rigid 6x4
truck with 13.5m
FLATDECK trailer

TABLE TWO
2) Rigid 6x4
truck with 12.3m
FLATDECK trailer

Regulation gross
permissible mass (Kg)

49000

Vehicle average Tare mass

3) Freightliner Air Suspension with
12.3m SKELETAL
trailer with Genset

4) Freightliner Air Suspension with
12.3m SKELETAL
trailer NO Genset

49000

49000

49000

9600

9600

9400

9400

Trailer average Tare mass

6800

6 500

5880

5 180

Total average unladen
unit mass

16400

16 100

15 280

14580

Reefer container Tare* mass

4650

4650

4650

4650

21 050

20750

19930

19230

27 950

28250

29070

29770

27000

27 600

28400

29200

DESCRIPTION:

Total average unit
combined tare mass
Total average maximum
cargo payload mass
Safe cargo payload mass

17 to organize the arrival of
vehicles at the port and the ability
to off-load containers quicker
will see more exports moving to
Maputo where the Matolo port is
growing its capacity from 10 000 to
55 000 conventional pallets.

5Mitchell Brooke, Logistics

Development Manager for the CGA...
ongoing bottlenecks, inefficiencies,
poor container stacking, pallet damage
etc... has encouraged the CGA to
investigate steps to resolve the
problems.
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RFA disagrees
The Road Freight Association
(RFA) disagrees with the skeletal
concept for a variety of reasons
posted on FtW as we go to press.
Their view favours raising the
regulated maximum height to
4.65 metres or more. Among the
reasons expoused is the doubledecker bus which operates legally
at a maximum height of around
4.65 metres. However, these buses
invariably operate on a dedicated
route.
The correct solution to this long
outstanding issue is much more
complicated than just supporting
untested theories. FleetWatch feels
strongly that the interested parties
need to collaborate in putting
together a competent working
group to find a solution that best
serves our perishables and export
value chains while providing
sensible, safe and sustainable
traffic regulations in terms of the
infrastructure and road users.
Several leading European truck
manufacturers produce truck-

5The results of the CGA driven

tests to illustrate the mass distribution
of the various configurations when
considering transporting FEU Marine
Containers

tractors with a low fifth-wheel
height for the specific purpose of
transporting tall load-bodies or
container boxes. Together with
properly designed light-weight
skeletal semi-trailers (see pic
above), this is a better solution
than badgering the authorities
to increase the maximum height
by regulation. The notion that
double-decker buses are allowed
to exceed the 4.3 metre maximum
is an odious comparison since
they are invariably confined to
dedicated routes. However, a
properly designed skeletal won’t
be cheap and should be employed
for full time service and not just
seasonal demand. q
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